Marin County Sheriff's Department
Conducted Electrical Weapon Deployments
2019 2nd Quarter Audit

**TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT:**
DREW CEW, ACTIVATED AND POINTED

**CEW EFFECTIVE**

Date: 04/06/2019
Case#: SO19-0979
Video: Yes
Injuries: No
Offense: 148 PC

**Summary of Incident:**

On 04/06/2019 at 2322 hours, Deputies responded to a large party to arrest a suspect wanted for a sexual battery during which the suspect held the victim at gunpoint. During the detention of the suspect, a large hostile crowd from the party formed around the Deputies. A Sergeant drew and activated his CEW and pointed the CEW at the Crowd. He scanned the crowd in an attempt to subdue the crowd and create room for the deputies. As he pointed his CEW at the crowd, the crowd began to thin and subjects left the area.

**TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT:**
DREW CEW, ACTIVATED AND POINTED

**CEW NOT EFFECTIVE**

Date: 04/24/2019
Case#: SO19-1172
Video: Yes
Injuries: No
Offense: 5150 W&I

**Summary of Incident:**

On 4/24/2019, Deputies were dispatched to contact a distraught subject who was reported to be screaming loudly, making threatening comments about wanting to shoot people and throwing items over his fence. Deputies responded to the apartment and found water flooding from patio. While attempting communicate and negotiate with the subject, he threw pieces of metal and debris at the deputies. Deputies determined he was a threat to the
public and detained him for a psychiatric evaluation. During the detention, a Deputy drew and activated his CEW and pointed it at the subject in an attempt to gain compliance. The subject did not comply with commands and became combative with deputies. The display of the CEW did not affect the subject's level of cooperation, was holstered and the subject was ultimately placed in a restraint device.

**TYPE OF DEPLOYMENT:**
**DREW CEW, ACTIVATED AND POINTED**

**CEW NOT EFFECTIVE**

Date: 06/18/2019  
Case#: SO19-1767  
Video: Yes  
Injuries: No  
Offense: 422 pc, 148(a)(1) PC, 1203.2 PC

**Summary of Incident:**
On 6/18/2019, deputies received a report of a subject who threatened to shoot another person. When contacted in front of his trailer, the suspect barricaded himself inside and refused to cooperate with deputies. After de-escalation techniques were unsuccessful, Deputies retreated. The suspect was contacted approximately three hours later walking nearby. The deputy drew his CEW, activated and pointed it at the suspect giving him commands. The suspect continued to walk away and became physically resistive when deputies attempted to place him in handcuffs. The CEW did not have an effect on the suspect's level of cooperation.